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ABSTRACT

Background: Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is a hostile sub-type consisting of nearly 10-20 % of breast cancer patients. TNBC has been known to have a poor prognosis and overall survival (OS) compared to many other breast cancer tumors categories. These tumors are highly aggressive and have a higher risk of early recurrence. Nevertheless, no evidence exists to date and this is also the situation in Saudi Arabia. Recently, it was found to be a heterogeneous disease.

Objective: To subtype breast cancer (BC) following the recent advance molecular classification, and to ascertain the correlation of those sub-types with pathological parameters and to study triple-negative breast cancer and its correlation with other subtypes and its association with recurrence and poor prognosis.

Methods: The study was performed on 740 breast cancer patients at the Department of Pathology, King Abdulaziz University Hospital (KAUH), Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia diagnosed between 2005 to 2018. The parameters like Estrogen receptor (ER), Progesterone
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ABBREVIATIONS

AC : Adjuvant chemotherapy;
BC : Breast cancer;
BRCA1 : Breast Cancer gene-1;
ER : Estrogen receptor;
HER2 : Human epidermal growth factor receptor-2;
LN : Lymph node;
MRM : Modified radical mastectomy;
PR : Progesterone receptor;
TN : Triple negative;
TNBC : Triple-negative breast cancer.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Breast cancer (BC) is considered the second leading cancer amongst women throughout the world, which accounts for approximately 10.40% of all types of cancers [1-3]. It is the major cause of mortality in women of the age group 45 to 55 [4-5]. Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is a type of breast cancer which are considered negative for progesterone receptors (PR), estrogen receptors (ER), and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) [4-5]. The diagnosis of breast cancers is commonly carried out by immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining analysis of three biological markers like estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2). There are different aspects in the diagnosis of various types of BC and TNBC among different patients. Several factors like various risk factors, race, age, including pathological and molecular properties of the patient play an important role in the diagnosis of different types of breast cancer [4,6-7]. TNBC has an aggressive nature in comparison with other breast cancer types and hence routine hormonal treatments are ineffective [8-9]. The immunohistochemical substitutes of TN tumors and the lack of ER, PR and HER-2 are the main specific markers of breast cancer which has been generally used for the identification of TNBC [10-13]. This is an effective approach, it is having a sensitivity of 76% and a specificity of 100 % [14]. Moreover, TNBC are linked with younger patient age, poor prognosis [15], poor relapse, [16-18] the high prevalence of recurrence and metastasis [19-21], poor overall survival and outcome in comparison with other breast cancer types [22-25]. It has been estimated that approximately 10-20% of BC are diagnosed as triple-negative breast cancers. Recently, TNBC has become a center of attention in therapeutic and counseling cancer centers in many countries [26]. TNBC is of great interest in research because of the multiple factors. It has no effective treatment as it does not respond to hormonal therapy. It has a very poor prognosis as compared with other breast cancer, which leads to a low level of survival. Further, TNBC is basal-like cancer which tends to be more aggressive and more likely to spread and recur. Moreover, it is more likely to be a higher grade in comparison with other breast cancer types. And, it is also reported that approximately, 70 % of patients who inherited BRCA1 mutation are diagnosed with triple-negative breast cancer. Finally, African-American women and Hispanic women are more commonly diagnosed with Triple-negative breast cancer, while Asian women and non-Hispanic white women are comparatively less likely to be diagnosed with this type of cancer. The...
excessive mitosis, high-grade ductal histology, and cell proliferation are characteristic features of TNBC [27].

TNBC has special characteristics showing aggressive behavior, unique molecular profile, and distinct metastatic patterns. It is usually started at a younger age having high-grade tumors and tumor size. The metastasis of TNBC is more likely to occur in the brain, and lungs, while less likely metastasis to bones as compared with other subtypes [28]. Moreover, TNBC has shown a low survival rate but, high relapse rate after diagnosis [27]. TNBC patients have an exceptionally poor prognosis and deterioration with a high mortality rate. It has no targeted therapies. In TNBC, there is an absence of hormone receptors and HER2 expression, therefore, no response to hormone therapy and Trastuzumab [27]. TNBC is normally treated with a combination of chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and surgery [29]. The current study was carried out to estimate the demographic characteristics and histopathological features of TNBC in Jeddah and to compare it with non-TNBC. 740 patients of breast cancer in the KAU hospital were studied and data has been collected for the patient to classify the breast cancer type based on the receptors status diagnoses and review the demographic characteristics of the patients with breast cancer. Also, this report represents the correlation of the tumor grade, margin, axillary Lymph node, and tumor invasion with the breast cancer type, especially the Triple-negative type.

Therefore, this report will contain two main sections; the first section is descriptive statistics for the sample and the breast cancer characteristics among the sample, while the second section will examine the correlation and statistical significance between the demographic characteristics of the patients and breast cancer type and overall survival.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The present study reports the analysis of 740 breast cancer patients at the Department of Pathology, King Abdulaziz University Hospital (KAUH), Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia diagnosed between the year 2005 to 2018. The analysis of immunohistochemically stained slides from paraffin-embedded sections of tissues from BC patients was performed. 52 % of our sample had ER and PR immunohistochemistry staining and 49% had immunohistochemistry staining for ER, PR and (Her2/neu), So the molecular classification of 42 % of the sample into 4 subtypes The immunostaining studies of Estrogen receptor (ER), Progesterone receptor (PR), and human epidermal growth factor receptor were carried out to describe the molecular subtypes of luminal-A , luminal-B, HER2 and triple negative breast cancer among breast cancer patients.

2.1 Statistical Analysis

All statistical analysis of the data was carried out with the help of SPSS for windows version 12 (Chigago, IL, USA). The data were expressed as mean ± SD.

3. RESULTS

Seven hundred and forty patients who diagnosed with breast cancer in the duration between 2005 to 2018 were evaluated in this study. The results of the different studied characteristics like gender, age, cancer invasion, axillary lymph node status, margin, tumor size, tumor grade, survival status and molecular subtypes of breast cancer are summarized in the Table 1.

Fig. 1 represents sample distribution by gender. Results show that 98.8 % of the patients are females and 1.2 % are males.

Fig. 2 shows patient's distribution as per their age group. The distribution of sample of patients by age group shows that most of the sample aged lesser than or/equal 50 years old and 45.8 % of the sample aged older than 50 years.

Fig. 3 shows Sample distribution by Cancer Invasion. Results showed that 96.6 %of cases in the sample had a positive result to Tumor Invasion compared to 3.4 % had a negative result.

Fig. 4 shows Sample distribution by axillary Lymph Node status. Chi square test for the association between breast cancer type and axillary lymph node is statistically significant. Results show that 62.5% of the patient had a positive axillary Lymph node compared to 37.5% had a negative axillary lymph node.

Fig. 5 shows Sample distribution by Margin. Results showed that 84.1% of the sample had a negative margin while 15.9 % of the patients had a positive margin and need a second surgery.
### Table 1. Summary of the different characteristics studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal Data</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>721</td>
<td>98.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;=50</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>53.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>46.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer Invasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>96.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axillary Lymph Node status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>84.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 3</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>39.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – 6</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grade 1</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grade 2</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>50.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grade 3</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alive</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>62.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular subtypes of breast cancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminal A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminal B</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HER2 – Positive</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple Negative (TN)</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Sample Distribution by Gender](image1.png)

**Fig. 1. Sample distribution by Gender**

![Sample Distribution by Age Group](image2.png)

**Fig. 2. Sample distribution by Age Group**
Chi square test for association between breast cancer type and tumor size showing a significant relation at 95% significant level between breast cancer type and tumor size. Results show that the tumor size for 39.1% of the patient was from 0 to 3, and 47.6% of the patient in the sample the tumor size is from 3 to 6 and 13.3% the tumor size is more than 7 cm.

Fig. 6 shows sample distribution by tumor grade. Chi square test result shows a highly significant association between tumor grade and breast cancer type. The result showed that 17.6% of the patient in the study their tumor classified as grade 1, while 50.6% classified as grade 2 and 31.8% classified as grade 3.

Fig. 7 shows results among 740 patient survival status data has been collected for 204 of them, and among those patients which their survival status data was collected 62.3% of them are alive compared to 37.7% is dead. Chi square test for association between breast cancer type and survival status is significant with a significant level 95%.
Fig. 5. Sample distribution by Margin

Fig. 6. Sample distribution by tumor grade

Fig. 7. Sample distribution by survival status
Fig. 8 shows Sample distribution by breast cancer type. Molecular subtypes of breast cancer have been classified using ER, PR and HER2 receptors result into four main categories; Luminal A, Luminal B, HER2 positive and triple negative (TN), and results show that 19.7% of the sample had the Luminal B breast cancer while 8.1% had the luminal A breast cancer; on the other hand, 10.9% of the sample had the TN (triple negative) breast cancer and 9.5% had the HER2 positive breast cancer.

3.1 Cross-tabulations for Different Characteristics

Fig. 9 shows sample distribution by molecular subtypes of breast cancer and gender. Results show that the majority of the patients with all molecular subtypes where females and this because of that the majority are females and 1.2% are males.
Fig. 10 shows sample distribution by molecular subtypes of breast cancer and age group. Results show that among the patients with molecular subtype TN there was no difference between the two age groups, while for the patients classified with HER2-positive 61.4% of them in the age group less than or equal 50 years and 38.6% older than 50 years; and for the patients with Luminal B breast cancer, the majority of them in the age group older than 50 years, and the opposite among the patients with Luminal A breast cancer as the majority of them is the age group less than or equal 50 years.

Fig. 11 shows sample distribution by molecular breast cancer subtype and tumor invasion. Results show that the majority of the sample for all molecular breast cancer subtypes have a positive T invasion.
Fig. 12 shows sample distribution by molecular breast cancer subtype and axillary lymph node (LN). Results show that the majority of the patients with TN breast cancer type had positive LN status represents 59.2% of TN breast cancer type patients, and the majority of the patients with HER2-positive breast cancer also have a positive LN represents 79.6% of the HER2-positive patients.

Fig. 13 shows sample distribution by molecular breast cancer subtype and margin. Results show that the majority of the patients with all types of breast cancer have a negative margin with ratios exceeded 83% and reached 90.7% for the TN breast cancer patients.

Fig. 14 shows sample distribution by breast cancer type and tumor size. Results show that the majority of Luminal A breast cancer patients their tumor size is from 0 to 3 represents 48% of Luminal A breast cancer patients; on the other hand, patients with Luminal B, HER2-positive and TN breast cancer tends to have tumor size from 3 to 6 with ratios between 42% to 52%.
Fig. 14. Sample distribution by breast cancer type and tumor size

Fig. 15. Sample distribution by molecular breast cancer subtype and tumor grade

Fig. 16. Sample distribution by molecular breast cancer subtype and Survival Status
Fig. 15 shows sample distribution by molecular breast cancer subtype and tumor grade. Results show that unlike the other breast cancer types, 63.4% of the TN breast cancer patients had a grade 3 tumor, while the majority of the rest of the breast cancer types patients had a grade 2 tumor.

Fig. 16 shows sample distribution by molecular breast cancer subtype and survival status. Results show that the majority of patients with different types of breast cancer are alive.

3.2 Results of Additional Requested Analysis

3.2.1 Histopathology type and staging of breast cancer

Fig. 17, results show that 89.4% of the patients had invasive ductal carcinoma while 10.6% were other type.

Results show that 77.9% of the patients in the sample in the early stage compared to 22.1% in the late stage (Fig. 18).

Results for breast cancer stage and breast cancer type shows that 28.3% of the patients in the early stage have the Luminal B breast cancer, while 11.3% of the patient in the early stage had the Triple Negative breast cancer. On the other hand, 40% of the patient in the late stage had HER2 positive breast cancer and none of them had the TN breast cancer (Fig. 19).

3.2.2 Surgical treatment

Results show that 62.6% of the patients had MRM+AC (modified radical mastectomy and adjuvant chemotherapy) compared to 37.4% had a lumpectomy (breast conserving therapy). So high rate of patient had modified radical mastectomy (Fig. 20).

3.2.3 Correlation with molecular breast cancer types like TN triple negative breast cancer associated with high rate of mastectomy

Results show insignificant relation between breast cancer type and surgical treatment (Fig. 21).

3.2.4 Recurrence rate and in which sub-types

Results show that 71.6% of the patients in the sample has no recurrence compared to 27.8% had recurrence and only 0.6% had a metastasis at diagnosis (Fig. 22).

Results show that the majority of patient that had a recurrence were in the breast cancer type "Luminal B" compared to 7.4% of the patient with recurrence had the TN breast cancer (Fig. 23).
Fig. 18. Clinical stage

Fig. 19. Relation between breast cancer stage and breast cancer type

Fig. 20. Surgical treatment
Fig. 21. Relation between breast cancer type and surgical treatment

Fig. 22. Recurrence

Fig. 23. Relation between breast cancer type and recurrence
3.2.5 Site of metastasis

Results show that the majority of the patient that have a metastasis was in the multi-organs with 42.3 % (Fig. 24).

4. DISCUSSION

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women and accounts for 14.7 % of cancer-related deaths among females worldwide. The present study was carried out to subtype breast cancer (BC) according to the recent molecular classification and to correlate these subtypes with pathological parameters and to study triple negative breast cancer and its correlation with other subtypes and its association with recurrence and poor prognosis.

740 patients with breast cancers were classified into (49%) 4 molecular subtypes, using immunohistochemistry: luminal A (estrogen receptor [ER], or progesterone receptor [PR] positiveand human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 [HER2] negative)(8,1%), luminal B (ER and/or PR positive and HER2 positive)(19,7%), HER2-positive (ER and PR negative and HER2 positive)(9,5%), and triple negative (ER, PR, and HER2 negative)(10,9%), others ( 52%) in which ER and PR performed only and no HER2.

In the present study, the average age of diagnosis was approximately 50 years as reported by a study performed in King Khalid University Hospital in the year 2001-2010 and by the Saudi Arabian Cancer Incidence Report (Saudi Cancer Registry), Cancer Incidence Report, Saudi Arabia 2010[30-31].It was found that in our study majority of them were females (98.8 %) as reported earlier by a study conducted in Oman [32]. 96.6 % of the patients were positive for cancer invasion, 62.5 % for Axillary Lymph Node status and 15.9 % for margin. 39.1 % of the patients showed a tumor size of 0-3, 47.6% with a tumor size of 3-6 and 13.3 % of the patients showed a tumor size of >7 [Table-1]. Earlier studies conducted in United States and Poland where only 33.15 % of people showed a tumor size <2 cm and 58.4 % and 51.9 % of people showed a tumor size ≤2 cm [33-34]. This suggests late diagnosis in Saudi Arabian population which might be due to several reasons such as inadequate information pertaining to breast cancer.

Regarding the tumor grade, 17.6 % of patients showed grade 1, 50.6 % grade 2 and 31.8 % showed grade 3. As far as molecular subtypes of breast cancer are concerned, in our study, 8.1 % were luminal A, 19.7 % were luminal B, 9.5 % were HER2 – Positive and 10.9 % were Triple Negative (TN). Unlike the present findings, nearly 52.8 %/half the patients were triple negative in a study conducted by Tamimi et al. 2010 [35], and luminal tumors consisting of 28.5 %. Even though the incidence of molecular subtypes
varies from one population to other, majority of them have a similar order of distribution with triple negative carcinomas being the second most prevalent subtype.

Classification of breast cancer revealed that luminal B tumors were the most common subtype, followed by triple negative tumors. Breast cancer subtypes exhibited particular characteristics. No association between molecular breast cancer subtype and gender whereas association between molecular breast cancer subtype and age group was marginally significant. Association between breast cancer type and tumor invasion and breast cancer type and axillary lymph node status was statistically significant while between breast cancer type and Margin was insignificant. Association between breast cancer type and tumor size showed significant relation between breast cancer type and tumor size. High significant association was found between tumor grade and breast cancer type and breast cancer type and survival status.

In the present study, majority of the patients had invasive ductal carcinoma and majority of the patients were in the early stage. Relation between breast cancer stage and breast cancer type showed that less than half of the patients in the early stage had the Luminal B breast cancer, while very few of them in the early stage had Triple Negative breast cancer. 40 % of the patients in the late stage had HER2 positive breast cancer and none of them had the TN breast cancer. More than half of the patients had modified radical mastectomy and adjuvant chemotherapy compared to 37.4 % who had breast conserving therapy. No relation was observed between breast cancer type and surgical treatment. 71.6% of the patients has no recurrence compared to 27.8 % had recurrence and only 0.6% had a metastasis at diagnosis. Majority of patients that had a recurrence were in the Luminal B breast cancer type compared to 7.4 % of the patients with recurrence had the TN breast cancer. Majority of the patients who had metastasis was in the multi-organs with 42.3 %.

5. CONCLUSION

The behavior of each molecular subtype could be predicted on the basis of its characteristic pathological features. Molecular subtyping would be great help in predicting prognosis and management of breast cancer patients, in addition with other prognostic indicators. Early screening and early diagnosis of breast cancer would play a beneficial role.
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